We present some applications of general harmonic/wavelet analysis approach (generalized coherent states, wavelet packets) to numerical/analytical calculations in (nonlinear) quasiclassical/quantum beam dynamics problems. (Naive) deformation quantization, multiresolution representations and Wigner transform are the key points.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we consider some starting points in the applications of a new numerical-analytical technique which is based on the methods of local nonlinear harmonic analysis (wavelet analysis, generalized coherent states analysis) to the quantum/quasiclassical (nonlinear) beam/accelerator physics calculations. The reason for this treatment is that recently a number of problems appeared in which one needs take into account quantum properties of particles/beams. We mention only two: diffractive quantum limits of accelerators (achievable transverse beam spot size) and the description of dynamical evolution of high density beams by using collective models [1] . Our starting point is the general point of view of deformation quantization approach at least on naive Moyal/Weyl/Wigner level (from observables to symbols) (part 2). Then we present some useful numerical wavelet analysis technique, which gives the most sparse representation for two main operators (multiplication and differentiating) in any Hilbert space of states. Wavelet analysis is a some set of mathematical methods, which gives us the possibility to work with welllocalized bases (Fig.1 ) in functional spaces and gives for the general type of operators (differential, integral, pseudodifferential) in such bases the maximum sparse forms. The approach from this paper is related to our investigation of classical nonlinear dynamics of accelerator/beam problems [2] - [10] . The common point is that any solution which comes from full multiresolution expansion in all time scales gives us expansion into a slow part and fast oscillating parts. So, we may move from coarse scales of resolution to the finest one for obtaining more detailed information about our dynamical process. In this way we give contribution to our full solution from each scale of resolution or each time scale. The same is correct for the contribution to power spectral density (energy spectrum): we can take into account contributions from each level/scale of resolution. Because affine group of translations and dilations (or more general group, which acts on the space of solutions) is inside the approach (in wavelet case), this method £ e-mail: zeitlin@math.ipme.ru Ý http://www.ipme.ru/zeitlin.html; http://www.ipme.nw.ru/zeitlin.html resembles the action of a microscope. We have contribution to final result from each scale of resolution from the whole infinite scale of spaces. Besides affine group symmetry, in part 3 we consider modelling, based on very useful and quantum oriented Wigner transform/function approach (corresponding to Weyl-Heisenberg group), which explicitly demonstrates quantum interference of (coherent) states. 
QUASICLASSICAL EVOLUTION
Equation (2) plays a key role in many quantum (semiclassical) problem. Our approach to solution of systems (2), (3) is based on our technique from [11] and very useful linear parametrization for differential operators which we present now. Let us consider multiresolution representation 
In quasiclassical limit ¼ the operator È´Î µ converges to Ü Î ¡ . We consider it in [11] . On Fig. 2 we present calculations [14] of Wigner transform for beam motion, represented by four gaussians, which explicitly demonstrates quantum inteference in the phase space.
We give more details in [11] . We would like to thank Professor James B. Rosenzweig and Mrs. Melinda Laraneta for nice hospitality, help and support during UCLA ICFA Workshop. 
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